Many real world human behaviors can be modeled and characterized as sequential decision making processes, such as taxi driver's choices of working regions and times. Each driver possesses unique preferences on the sequential choices over time and improves their working efficiency. Understanding the dynamics of such preferences helps accelerate the learning process of taxi drivers. Prior works on taxi operation management mostly focus on finding optimal driving strategies or routes, lacking in-depth analysis on what the drivers learned during the process and how they affect the performance of the driver. In this work, we make the first attempt to inversely learn the taxi drivers' preferences from data and characterize the dynamics of such preferences over time. We extract two types of features, i.e., profile features and habit features, to model the decision space of drivers. Then through inverse reinforcement learning we learn the preferences of drivers with respect to these features. The results illustrate that self-improving drivers tend to keep adjusting their preferences to habit features to increase their earning efficiency, while keeping the preferences to profile features invariant. On the other hand, experienced drivers have stable preferences over time.
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Introduction
Taxi service is a vital part of the transportation systems in large cities. Improving taxi operation efficiency is a crucial urban management problem, as it helps improve the transportation efficiency of the city and at the same time improves the income of taxi drivers. In the same city, taxi operation efficiency might differ significantly. Fig. 1a shows the earning efficiency (total amount earned normalized by total working time) of different taxi drivers in Shenzhen, China. The top drivers earn 3 to 4 times more money than the bottom drivers.
A major cause of such difference is the difference in working experiences. Fig. 1b shows the growth of earning efficiency of new drivers over years. From March 2014 to December 2016, the new drivers became more experienced and had much higher earning efficiency. During the same time as shown in Fig. 1c , there is no obvious change to the local economy or market, since the average earning efficiency of all the drivers are pretty stable. This shows that drivers are trying to improve their own strategies of looking for passengers based on their increasing knowledge of the city.
However, each driver might learn different knowledge during the learning process, which in turn developed different preferences, when making decisions. For instance, some drivers tend to look for passengers around regions near their homes, and some others might prefer to take passengers from city hubs, e.g., train stations, airport. These preferences might be unique to individual drivers and ultimately lead to differences in earning efficiency. Fig. 1b shows that the "smart" drivers (in blue) improve their earning efficiency faster than "average" drivers and reach a higher level of earning efficiency eventually. Finding what adaptation strategies these "smart" drivers carry could help us understand the learning process of successful drivers and therefore help new drivers to grow faster.
The passenger-seeking behavior of taxi drivers can be modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Prior work on taxi operation management focused on recommending the optimal policy or routes to maximize the chance of finding passengers or making profit [20, 19, 15, 12] . However, these works only studied how to find the "best" strategies based on data, rather than fundamentally understanding how the drivers learned these strategies over time.
In this work, we make the first attempt to inversely learn the taxi drivers' decision-making preferences, which lead to their choices while looking for passengers. We also study how these preferences evolve over time and how they help improve the earning efficiency. The results shed lights on "how" the successful drivers became successful, and suggests "smarter" actionable strategies to improve taxi drivers' performances. Our main contributions are as follows:
(1) We are the first to employ Inverse Reinforcement Learning to infer the taxi drivers' preferences based on a Markov Decision Process model. (2) We extract various kinds of interpretable features to represent the potential factors that affect the decisions of taxi drivers.
We infer and analyze the preference dynamics of different groups of taxi drivers. (4) We conduct experiments with taxi trajectories from more than 17k drivers over different time spans. The results verify that each driver has unique preferences to various profile and habit features. The preferences to profile features tend to be stable over time, and the preferences on habit features change over time, which leads to higher earning efficiency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates and defines the problem. Section 3 details the methodology. Section 4 presents evaluation results. Related works are discussed in Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Overview
In this section, we first introduce the motivation of the proposed study, and formally define the problem.
Motivation
It is a common perception that new drivers gradually learn how to make smart choices as time goes and can improve their working efficiency over time. We verify this perception through data analysis. In Fig. 2a , the average earning efficiency of new drivers who joined in July 2016 increased by up to 25% in 6 months, while in Fig. 2b , the same measure of experienced drivers do not change much. This can be explained by the fact that experienced drivers have learned enough knowledge to make nearlyoptimal decisions.
We further noticed that drivers have very different learning curves, which affects ultimately how much earning improvements they can achieve. As previously mentioned, in Fig. 1b , the two colors represent two subgroups of new drivers who joined in March 2014. One group (in blue) are those who became "top" drivers after 2 years with higher earning efficiency, and the other (gray) are the rest of the drivers. Apparently the former had learned more useful knowledge that contributed to their earning improvement. The same diverging trend can be observed among new drivers who joined in July 2016. Fig. 2a shows the comparison of these drivers.
Little is known about what specific knowledge the drivers learned, and which pieces are contributing the most to the earning improvement. Answering these questions would potentially guide and train new drivers to become a quick learner. We consider such "knowledge" as a series of preferences of a driver when making each decision, such as "how frequent to visit the train station", "how far away from home to go when seeking passengers". Specifically, we extract features from the data to represent such decisions a taxi driver might face while working. To achieve the aforementioned goal, in this study we aim to answer two questions: (1) how to recover the preferences of taxi drivers when making these choices, and (2) how these preferences change over time for different groups of drivers.
Problem Definition. In a time interval T 0 i.e., 
Data Preprocessing

Map and Time Quantization
We use a standard quantization trick to reduce the size of the location space. Specifically, we divide the study area into equally-sized grid cells with a given side-length s in latitude and longitude. Our method has two advantages: (i) we have the flexibility to adjust the sidelength to achieve different granularities, and (ii) it is easy to implement and highly scalable in practice [9, 8] . Fig. 3b shows the actual grid in Shenzhen, China with a side-length l = 0.01
• in latitude and longitude. Eliminating cells in the ocean, those unreachable from the city, and other irrelevant cells gives a total of 1158 valid cells. We divide each day into five-minute intervals for a total of 288 intervals per day. A spatio-temporal region r is a pair of a grid cell s and a time interval t . The trajectories of drivers then can be mapped to sequences of spatio-temporal regions.
Feature Extraction
Taxi drivers make hundreds of decisions throughout their work shifts (e.g., where to find the next passenger, and when to start and finish working in a day). When making a decision, they instinctively evaluate multiple factors (i.e., features) related to their current states and the environment (i.e., the current spatio-temporal region). For example, after dropping off a passenger, a driver may choose to go back to an area that she is more familiar with, or a nearby transport station, e.g., airport, train station. Here, we extract key features the drivers use to make their decisions.
Note in our framework, each feature is defined as a numeric characteristic of a specific spatio-temporal region, which may or may not change from driver to driver. For example, let f r represent the average number of taxi pickups in history in location s during time slot t. Apparently the value of feature f r is the same for every driver. However, another feature g r at r could be the distance from s to the home of the driver. The value of this feature varies from driver to driver, depending on their home locations. However, it does not change over time.
The features we extract can be roughly categorized by profile features and habit features, as detailed below. Profile Features. Each driver has unique personal (or profile) characteristics, such as home location, daily working schedule (time duration), and preferred geographic area. For each spatio-temporal region, we build the profile features. Here, we extract 4 profile features: P1: Visitation Frequency. This group of features repre- sents the numbers of daily visits to different regions of a driver as extracted from the historical data. Fig. 5a shows the distribution of visitation frequency to different regions of an arbitrarily chosen driver. Here, visitation frequencies vary significantly across regions. P2: Distance to Home. Each taxi driver has a home location, which can be extracted from their GPS records. This feature characterizes the distance (in miles on the road network) from the current location to the driver's home location. Different drivers may have different preferences in working close to their homes or not.
P3 & P4: Time from Start & Time to Finish.
Taxi drivers typically work according to consistent starting and finishing times. We construct two features to characterize the differences of the current time from the regular starting and finishing time. Habit Features. These represent the habits of the drivers, which are typically governed by experience (e.g., remaining near the train station instead of traveling around to find passengers). We extract 6 habit features. H1: Number of pickups. This feature characterizes the demands in a cell during a time interval, and is extracted and estimated using the historical trajectories from all drivers. The distribution on the numbers of pickups is shown in Fig. 5b . H2 & H3: Average Trip Distance & Time. These features represent average distance and travel time of passenger trips starting from a particular spatio-temporal region. A driver's preference to these features characterize how much the driver prefers long vs short distance passenger trips. The distribution of these features across spatio-temporal features are shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d , respectively. H4: Traffic Condition. This feature captures the average traffic condition based on the time spent by a driver in each spatio-temporal region. A long travel time implies traffic congestion. The preference of drivers over this feature represents how much drivers would like avoid the traffic. H5 & H6: Distance to Train Station & Airport. These features reflect the distances from the current cell to Shenzhen train station and airport, respectively.
3.1.3 Driver Selection. Different drivers have different earning efficiencies as shown in Fig. 1a . Below, we describe the criteria we use to select drivers.
We estimate the earning efficiency of each driver in different time periods from their historical data. The earning efficiency r e is defined the average per hour income (i.e., in eq.3.1).
where E is the income in the whole sampling time span, span (e.g., per month), and t w represents the driver's working time. Driver selection criterion: We select drivers with the highest earnings, because the preference learning algorithms require the input data to be generated by the converged policy (see more details in Sec 3.2). We note that drivers with high earning efficiencies are likely the most experienced (i.e., they use converged policies to make decisions).
Inverse Preference Learning
This section explains our inverse learning algorithm for extracting drivers' decision-making process. We use a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model drivers' sequential decision-making and relative entropy inverse reinforcement learning (REIRL) to learn their decisionmaking preferences.
Markov Decision Process.
A Markov Decision Process(MDP) [3] is defined by a 5-tuple S, A, T, γ, µ 0 , R so that
• S is a finite set of states and A is a finite set of actions,
• T is the probabilistic transition function with T (s |s, a) as the probability of arriving at state s by executing action a at state s,
• γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor 1 ,
is the initial distribution, and
A randomized, memoryless policy is a function that specifies a probability distribution on the action to be executed in each state, defined as π : S × A → [0, 1]. We use τ = [(s 0 , a 0 ), (s 1 , a 1 ) , . . . , (s L , a L )] to denote a trajectory generated by MDP. Here L is the length of trajectory. We model the decision-making process of taxi drivers with MDP as follow:
• State: a spatio-temporal region, specified by a geographical cell and a time slot.
• Action: traveling from the current cell to one of the eight neighboring cells, or staying in the same cell.
• Reward: the inner product of the preference function (as a vector) θ and the feature vector f on each state-action pair. Fig. 6 shows an example of trajectory in the MDP: a driver starts in state s 0 with the taxi idle, and takes the action a 0 to travel to the neighboring cell S 1 . After two steps, the driver reaches state S 2 , where she meets a passenger. The destination of the new trip is cell S 3 . The trip with the passenger is a transition in the MDP from S 2 to S 3 . Figure 6 : MDP of taxi driver's decision making process 3.2.2 Inverse Preference Learning. Given the observed trajectory setT of a driver and the features extracted on each state-action pair (s, a), the inverse preference learning stage aims to recover a reward function (i.e., preference vector θ) under which the observed trajectories have the highest likelihood to be generated [13] . Various inverse reinforcement learning approaches, e.g., Apprenticeship learning [2] , Maximum Entropy IRL [24] , Bayesian IRL [14] and Relative Entropy IRL [4] , have been proposed in the literature. Our problem possesses two salient characteristics: (i) the state space is large. We have 1158 cells and 288 time intervals. Therefore, the total number of states is 1158 × 288 ≈ 330k, and (ii) the transition probability is hard to measure because in part of the large state space issue. Therefore, we adopt a model-free IRL approach, namely, relative entropy IRL [4] that does not require estimating transition probabilities and is more scalable than other alternatives. The optimization problem. Let T denote the set of all possible trajectories of the driver decision-making MDP, outlined in Sec 3.2.1. For any τ ∈ T , denote P (τ ) as the trajectory distribution induced by the taxi driver's ground-truth policy, and Q(τ ) as the trajectory distribution induced by a base policy. The Relative Entropy between P (τ ) and Q(τ ) (in eq.3.2) characterizes as the distribution difference between P (τ ) and Q(τ ).
The driver's trajectory distribution is governed by the driver's preference θ, thus is a function of θ, i.e., P (τ |θ). The relative entropy IRL aims to find a reward function θ, that minimizes the relative entropy in eq.3.2 and matches the trajectory distribution to the observed trajectory data. P1: Relative Entropy IRL Problem:
where i is the feature index, and f τ i is the i's feature count in trajectory τ , andf i = τ ∈T f τ i /|T | is the feature expectation over all observed trajectories inT . i is a confidence interval parameter, which can be determined by the sample complexity (the number of trajectories) via applying a Hoeffding's bound. The constraint eq.3.4 ensures that the recovered policy matches the observed data. The constraints eq.3.5-eq.3.6 guarantees the P (τ |θ)'s are non-negative probabilities, thus sum up to one. Solving P1. The function Q(τ ) and P (τ |θ) can be decomposed as
where T (τ ) = µ 0 (s 0 ) K t=1 T (s t |s t−1 , a t−1 ) is the joint probability of the state transitions in τ , for τ = [(s 0 , a 0 ), (s 1 , a 1 ), · · · , (s K , a K )], with µ 0 (s 0 ) as the initial state distribution. U (τ ) (resp. V (τ |θ)) is the joint probability of the actions conditioned on the states in τ under driver's policy π θ (resp. a base policy π q ). As a result, eq.3.3 can be written as follows.
Moreover, when π q (a|s) at each state s is uniform distribution, e.g., π q (a|s) = 1/|A s |, with A s as the set of actions at state s, the problem P1 is equivalent to maximizing the causal entropy of P (τ |θ), i.e., τ ∈T P (τ |θ) ln V (τ |θ), while matching P (τ |θ) to the observed data [23] . Following the similar process outlined in [4] , P1 can be solved by a gradient descent approach, with the step-wise updating gradient as follows.
where α i = 1 if θ i ≤ 0 and α i = −1 otherwise. T π is a set of trajectories sampled fromT by an executing a given policy π. U (τ ) is the joint probability of taking actions conditioned on the states in a observed trajectory τ , induced by uniform policy π q (a|s) = 1/|A s |. See Algorithm 1 for our IRL algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Relative Entropy IRL
Input: Demonstrated trajectoriesT , feature matrix F , threshold vector , learning rate α, and executing policy π. Output: Preference vector θ. 1: Randomly initialize preference vector θ. 2: Sample a set of trajectories. T π using π. Calculate each feature count f τ i .
6:
Calculate gradient ∇g(θ) using Eq 3.8.
7:
Update θ ← θ + α∇g(θ). 8: until ∇g(θ) < .
Preference Dynamic Analysis.
Using Algorithm 1, we can inversely learn the preference θ for each driver, during each time interval (e.g., a month) over time, and obtain a sequence of preference vectors {θ 1 , · · · , θ N }. For each driver, we can conduct hypothesis testing to examine if the change of the preference vectors over months is significant or not. We denote the preference vector learned for taxi driver p in period T i as θ p i , and that in period T j as θ p j . Then, we can obtain two preference vector sample sets in i-th and j-th months as S i and S j over a group of n drivers as follow:
With S i and S j , we will examine if the entries in preference vectors changed significantly or not from the i-th to j-th month, using two-sample t-test [17] . For each feature f m , the null hypothesis is that the difference between the m-th entry of each θ p i in S i and θ p j in S j equals 0, which means drivers' preference to feature f m does not change significantly from the i-th month to the j-th month. Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis indicates a significant change. Taking the difference between S i and S j as ∆S ij = {∆θ 
where µ is the sample mean, n is the sample size and δ if the sample square error. The t-distribution for the test can be determined given the degree of freedom n − 1. Given a significance value 0 < α < 1, we can get a threshold of the t value t α in the t-distribution. Then if t ij (k) > t α , the null hypothesis should be rejected with significance α, otherwise, we can accept the null hypothesis with significance α. Usually, we set α = 0.05, which also means the confidence of the test is 1 − α = 0.95.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments with real world taxi trajectory data to learn the preferences of different groups of taxi drivers, and analyze the preference evolution patterns for each group.
Experiment settings
When analyzing the temporal dynamics of the drivers' decision-making preferences, the null hypothesis is that the difference between the preferences in two time periods is not significant. The alternative hypothesis is the temporal preference difference is significant. We choose the t-test significance value α = 0.05. Driver Group Selection. We aim to analyze how taxi drivers' decision making preferences evolve over time.
For each month, we select 3000 drivers with the highest earning efficiency. The intuition is that these drivers are likely more experienced drivers, thus with near-optimal policies, under maximum causal entropy principle [24] . To evaluate the preference change across two months, i.e., the i-th and j-th months, we find those drivers from those experience drivers, who also show up in both months for our study. For example, in 07/2016 and 12/2016, there are 2151 experienced drivers in common. Then, we calculate the difference of earning efficiency of each driver in the two months. Fig. 7 shows the gap distribution in 07/2016 and 12/2016. We will choose Figure 7 : Earning efficiency gap distribution two groups of drivers for preference dynamics analytics based on the drivers' earning efficiency gaps.
• Group #1 (Self-improving Drivers): 200 drivers whose earning efficiencies increase the most.
• Group #2 (Stabilised Drivers): 200 drivers whose earning efficiency gaps are small, i.e., close to 0.
Experiment Plan. We use 12 months trajectory data across three years of time span for our study, i. of drivers in Group #2. Clearly, the preferences to all profile and habit features stay unchanged over the half a year, which means that these stabilised drivers have kept the same strategy of finding passengers in the half a year. This is consistent with their unchanged earning efficiencies over time. Similar results are also obtained when evaluating the preference changes across years, i.e., between the same month in 2014 vs 2016. We omitted the results here due to the limited space.
Case Study.
To further understand the preference dynamics, we look into individual drivers show case how the preference and working behaviors evolve over time. Here we show one randomly selected driver from Group #1. Let us call him "John". John's earning efficiency grew from 41.84 CNY/hour to 52.24 CNY/hour from 07/16 to 12/16. His preferences in both months are listed in Fig. 9a -9b . Clearly, the preferences to the profile features remain unchanged, while the preferences to some habit features, such as H1 Number of pickups, H5&H6 Distance to Train Station & Airport changed. When we look into John's driving behaviors, it matches the preference change perfectly. Preference change to H1. The preference change to feature H1 indicates that John increased his preference to areas with high volume of pickup demands. Fig. 10(a)-(b) shows the distribution of trajectories when the taxi was idle in the morning rush hours in 07/16 and 12/18, respectively. Fig. 10(c)-(d) shows the all taxi pickup demand distributions in the morning rush hours in 07/16 and 12/16, respectively. The city-wide demand distribution does not change. However, during the morning rush hours, John changed his strategy from 07/16 to 12/16, i.e., to look for passengers from the high demand areas. This is consistent to the preference change to feature H1 (number of pickups). Preference change to H5. The preference change to feature H5, i.e., distance to train station, is also significant. The negative preference indicates John prefers to be closer to the train station to look for passengers. Over time this preference became stronger. To explain this phenomenon, we highlighted the train station in Fig. 10(a)-(b) . The statistics we obtained from John's trajectory data showed that the percentage of order received near the train station increased from 11.93% in 07/16 to 14.21% in 12/16, which is consistent with the preference change.
Takeaways and Discussions.
From our studies on a large amount of taxi trajectory data spanning for 3 years, we made the first ever report on how real world taxi drivers make decisions when looking for passengers, and how their preferences evolve over time. Overall, two key takeaways are summarized as follows. 1. Each driver has its unique preferences to their profile features, which tend to be stable over time. 2. Drivers while learning the environments, may change their preferences to habit features.
Our findings can be potentially utilized to assist and guide taxi drivers to improving their earning efficiencies. For example, for those slow learning drivers, by learning their preferences, especially, the preferences to habit features, we can diagnose which knowledge in terms of the features they are lacking, e.g., not familiar with the high demand regions. As a result, some guiding messages, may be sent directly to the drivers about such information, to assist the drivers to improve a better policy faster.
Related Works
Taxi operating strategies (e.g., dispatching, passenger seeking), and driver behavior analysis have been extensively studied in recent years due to the emergence of the ride-sharing business model and urban intelligence. However, to the best of our knowledge, we make the first attempt to employ inverse reinforcement learning to analyze the preference dynamics of taxi drivers. Related works to our study are summarized below. Urban Computing is a general research area which integrates urban sensing, data management and data [8, 11, 5, 10, 22, 7, 12, 18] . In particular, a group of work study taxi operation management, such as dispatching [16, 6] and passenger seeking [21, 19, 20] , aiming at finding an optimal actionable solution to improve the performance/revenue of individual taxi drivers or the entire fleet. [15] solved the passenger seeking problem by giving direction recommendations to drivers. However, all of these works focus on finding "what" are the best driving strategies (as an optimization problem), rather than finding "why" and "how" good drivers make these decisions. By contrast, our work focuses on analyzing the evolving preferences of good drivers, that drive them to make better and more profitable decisions. Inverse Reinforcement Learning(IRL) aims to recover the reward function under which the expert's policy is optimal from the observed trajectories of an expert. There are various of IRL methods, for example, [13] found that there are a class of reward functions that can lead to the same optimal policy, and it proposed a strategy to select a reward function. However, this method is not proper to analyze human behaviors because it uses the deterministic policy in the Markov Decision Process while human decisions tend to be nondeterministic. And [24] proposed a IRL method by maximizing the entropy of the distribution on stateactions under the learned policy. Although this method can employ stochastic policy, the computation efficiency is not friendly to large scale state space, and it requires the information of the model. In this paper, we employ Relative Entropy IRL [4] which is model-free and employs softmax policy. Our work, compared to the above related work, is the first to apply IRL to study the evovling driving preferences of taxi drivers.
Conclusion
In this paper, we made the first attempt to employ inverse reinforcement learning to analyze the preferences of taxi drivers when making sequences of decisions to look for passengers. We further studied how the drivers' preferences evolve over time, during the learning process This problem is critical to helping new drivers improve performance fast. We extracted different types of interpretable features to represent the potential factors that affect the decisions of taxi drivers and inversely learned the preferences of different groups of drivers. We conducted experiments using large scale taxi trajectory datasets, and the results demonstrated that drivers tend to improve their preferences to habits features to gain more knowledge in the learning phase and keep the preferences to profile features stable over time.
